
Adobe Kis
A variable font family modeled on the seventeeth 
century Dutch Baroque types of Nicholas Kis

    

                                           By John D. Berry  

Adobe Kis is the latest revival of a classical book type to be offered 
by Adobe. Designer Robert Slimbach has sought to capture the vitality 
and nuance of the original types, while adapting them to the evolving de-
mands of the digital medium. Throughout his career at Adobe, Slimbach 
has produced a number of historical revivals which include Adobe Gara-
mond (����), Adobe Jenson (����), and Garamond Premier (����).

 

Adobe Kis is a sturdy, versatile text typeface in the style of ��th-century 
Dutch types, although its creator was a Hungarian. It is well suited for 
use in books: novels, history, popular science, essays, travel books, cook-
books, and reference books. It can function well in both reports and 
publication designs. It is a sturdier and more robust alternative to
the delicate Garamond and a more elegant alternative to Times Roman. 
As a variable font, it is adaptable to the shifting requirements of changing 
page layouts.

        
About Adobe Kis

 
First of all, it’s pronounced Kish.

The typeface is named after the ��th-century Hungarian punchcutter 
Nicholas Kis, who worked in Amsterdam and in his native Hungary at the 
height of the goût hollandois (“Dutch style”) of type design.

For a long time, Kis’s types were attributed to a contemporary Dutch 
punchcutter, Anton Janson, and in the ��th century several historical 
revivals have been published under that name. But in the early ����s, type 
historian Harry Carter and George Buday established that the true cre-
ator of the “Janson” types was Nicholas Kis. The name of this new inter-
pretation honors his creative role.

The Kis types are above all typefaces for reading. Almost any kind of 
body copy will benefit from being set in Kis, and Kis is a natural choice 
for any text that you want to be read seriously. Earlier revivals in hot met-
al — for both Linotype and Monotype typesetting machines — found great 
popularity in the mid-��th century as workhorse typefaces for books. 
Linotype Janson became almost the default text typeface in well-designed 
American novels and books of essays or history, because of its distinctive 
mix of sturdiness and elegance, and its easy flow on a page of text.

Some writers about type have described the choice of typeface like the 
choice of clothing. What would you like to dress your words in? Kis is 
like feeling the weave on a Harris tweed sportcoat, warm and reliable 
with a distinctive texture and a feeling of tradition and solid craftsman-
ship. It’s not like the linen jacket of Garamond, the taupe trousers of 
Times New Roman, the black cargo pants of Helvetica, the evening wear 
of Bodoni, or the madras shorts of Comic Sans. When your words are 
dressed in Kis, people will read them.

Adobe Kis is distinguished by its sturdy, angular structure, a visual “tooth-
iness” that gives it character and makes it instantly recognizable. At the 
same time, it’s completely utilitarian: a typeface that can be read for page 
after page without fatigue. In that sense, it can be invisible to the reader.
 
Of course no typeface is truly invisible, even if few people ever conscious-
ly notice the type they’re reading. The characteristics of how the letters 
are designed and how they fit together are what give any typeface its indi-
viduality and uniqueness. In designing Adobe Kis, Slimbach let each letter 
retain its own specific visual character, individually sculpting the elements 
rather than just copying shapes from one letter to another to smooth 
them out. En masse, this gives Adobe Kis its visual interest, making it, as 
Slimbach says, “a living type that people can relate to on a human level.” 
 

Adobe Kis as a Variable Font
 

The emerging variable-font technology gave Slimbach the opportunity 
to incorporate a range of Kis’s individually hand-cut point sizes into the 
type family. He could then use interpolation to link the individual varia-
tions and create a seamless progression of optical adjustment through a 
full range of point sizes. As a variable font with design axes for weight and 
optical size, Adobe Kis gives designers access to a rich pallete of design 
variations to choose from. The variable-font sliders can be used to select 
exactly the right weight or optical size for every typographic situation.

        8-pt regular optical size

Optical size  Optical size
        ��-pt regular optical size

Optical size  Optical size
        Display regular optical size

Optical size  Optical size
In applications that support variable-font technology, you can automati-
cally adjust the optical size on the fly to match the size of the type. You 
can also pick any weight along Adobe Kis’s weight axis, using variations in 
weight for subtle effects or strong contrasts.

Origins and Revivals
 

The types that Nicholas Kis cut have survived mostly in printed form, in 
books and type specimens from his time and after. But they also survive 
as matrices: the moulds from which new type was cast. These matrices 
were in the possession of the Drugulin foundry in Leipzig; they were 
used to cast the “Janson” types issued by the Stempel type foundry in the 
early ��th century.

The most notable printed type specimens are two: one from Kis him-
self, printed in Amsterdam in ����; and a specimen published in ���� by 
the Ehrhardt foundry in Leipzig, which had many of Kis’s types in their 
inventory. But type founders and printers often had types cut by multiple 
punchcutters, and their specimen sheets, which after all were just adver-
tisements for their work, could easily mix designs from different sources, 
usually without any attribution.

From Janson to Kis
 

When these types first attracted the attention of modern typographers a 
century or more ago, nobody was quite sure where they had originated. 
The Stempel foundry issued a new series under the name Janson, using 
the matrices in their possession, but adding a few missing sorts. Revivals 
were made for Linotype and Monotype hot-metal systems in the ����s. In 
����, Hermann Zapf produced a version of the Stempel Janson for the Li-
notype, which involved weeding out extraneous later additions and varia-
tions. He also designed ��pt and ��pt versions, since these sizes had been 
missing from the Stempel collection. These hot-metal revivals were later 
adapted to phototypesetting systems, which too often meant that they 
lost much of the strength and sturdiness of the original design. There 
have been several digital revivals attempting to rectify this situation.

In his seminal publication, Janson: a definitive collection (����), San Fran-
cisco typographer Jack Stauffacher wrote of the Stempel foundry type 
that he had used to hand-set his book: “The Janson-Antiquas have notice-
able delicate hair-lines and serifs, but when grouped together are bold and 
vigorous; in the kursiv is a flowing movement that stands by itself without 
the needed help of the antiqua.”

 

Drawing on the Sources
 

What is an authentic Kis revival? Like all punchcutters in the ��th centu-
ry, Nicholas Kis cut each letter slightly differently at different sizes. There 
is no single authentic cut that can be scaled up and down for modern 
typesetting. So any type designer attempting a revival has to make choices 
about which cuts from the original type family to use as starting points.

The matrices from the Drugulin type foundry — later acquired by Stem-
pel — were authentic, but not all were originally from Kis. There had been 
some substitutions made over the years, as old punches wore out and new 
ones had to be cut. And printed material from that era naturally has lots 
of variation, depending on the inking, the amount of wear on the type, 
and the skill and care of the printer. In the Ehrhardt type specimen sheet, 
not all of the sizes shown were actually Kis’s work.

So while the Stempel punches were a prime source of inspiration, Slim-
bach did not simply copy them directly. He found Kis’s ��-point roman 
and italic designs to be “possessed of an exceptional visual character and 
authenticity,” and he used their stylistic traits as his barometer for evalu-
ating the other sizes. (Several earlier Kis revivals had also been modeled 
on the Stempel ��-point design.) So, while the remaining type sizes in the 
collection have their own unique character and optical properties appro-
priate to their specific point size, Slimbach redesigned certain glyphs that 
he deemed inauthentic in order to make them compatible with the overall 
styling of the family.

Approaching a New Kis Revival
 

Adapting a historical typeface to a new medium is rarely a straightforward 
process. It typically becomes a balancing act between maintaining the 
character of the typeface and the overall intention of the original design-
er, and making adaptations along the way because of technical, practical, 
or even personal reasons. While one designer may wish to inject their 
own personal style into the project, another may take a more restrained 
approach. Either way, a practical starting point is to gain an understand-
ing of both the source material and the medium in which it was created.

Slimbach’s introduction to the Kis types began years ago during his em-
ployment at Autologic in the mid-����s, where Fred Brady and Joy Red-
dick were researching and developing their own revival of Kis. “I remem-
bered the reverence and care they took throughout their design process,” 
says Slimbach. After their time at Autologic, they all eventually ended up 
working at Adobe. In the early years of the type program at Adobe, when 
Sumner Stone was Director of Typography, they had developed a Type 
Advisory Board, which periodically brought together a number of type 
professionals to discuss the direction of the program. “Local typographer 
Jack Stauffacher, who was among the attendees, had a special association 
with the Kis types,” says Slimbach, “writing about them and using a set of 
recast type from the newly-discovered matrices throughout his long and 
illustrious career. He produced a number of acclaimed volumes in these 
��th-century types. Around ���� I digitized a number of sizes of Kis type 
as an exercise to see if it made sense to pursue my own rendition.”

In Kis’s time, the medium of letterpress printing from handcut type on 
handmade paper was a highly tactile process requiring the utmost in 
artistry and craft. The production of books was a labor-intensive endeav-
or involving a multitude of processes by skilled craftspeople, including 
papermakers, bookbinders, illustrators, proofreaders, and compositors. 
They created hand-crafted volumes of singular beauty and serviceable 
function, an amalgam of beauty and practicality.

“However,” Slimbach says, “for all their beauty, in many of these same 
books, when they are examined under magnification, the printed type 
often appears significantly distorted from over-inking and from being 
printed on fairly rough handmade papers. Only the most diligent printers, 
who printed on dampened paper and frequently cleaned the ink build-up 
off the type, would be able to get a consistently crisp impression.”

Jack Stauffacher’s artfully-designed and exquisitely-printed book was 
an important reference point for Slimbach — not only for its size-by-size 
samples showing all the characters of each font — with a sample of each 
in use — but for its inclusion of fold-out reproductions of ��th-century 
and 18th-century printed examples and specimens. He also had a series 
of photographs that Adobe had commissioned from type historian John 
Lane, who photographed original printed specimens at various European 
libraries and archives. And he referred frequently to György Haiman’s 
exhaustively researched book on Nicholas Kis, Miklós Kis: a Hungarian 
Punch-Cutter and Printer, ����–����, which became the “bible” of informa-
tion on Kis and his works. With these resources at hand, Slimbach could 
compare different versions of the same letters and decide which forms to 
use in his own new version. 

“After briefly examining the various Kis revivals,” says Slimbach, he con-
cluded that “most appear to favor the print medium, in that glyphs are 
rendered slightly lighter and finer in order to compensate for ink-spread, 
which even typically occurs in offset printing when ink is squeezed slight-
ly beyond the edges of the letters by the pressure from the print rollers, 
thus adding weight and decreasing contrast. Because ink-spread doesn’t 
occur when letters are displayed on-screen, some older printing types 
may appear slighting anemic when viewed at normal text sizes. Types that 
are intended primarily for screen use often need to be fairly robust, both 
to adjust for the lack of ink-spread, and to compensate for anti-aliasing, 
which is used to render letters more accurately on-screen, but which also 
tends to reduce contrast slightly and to soften the edges of letters in the 
process.”

Compared to other revivals, Adobe Kis has what Slimbach calls an “earthy 
outline quality.” Its letter shapes are freely-drawn, with a minimum of 
straight lines and duplicated shapes, which gives it a natural variation. Its 
slightly-stylized outline appearance relates more to hand-sculpted metal 
type than to mathematically perfect lines and curves. “These subtle traits 
result in a more naturalistic appearance and contribute to a less-fatiguing 
reading experience,” says Slimbach.

Making It New
 
These comparisons of previous versions were a useful step in reviving the 
Kis types, but Slimbach was well aware that he had to produce a modern 
digital type family that would be useful to contemporary graphic design-
ers and typographers. 

“While there are a number of modern Kis revivals available today,” says 
Slimbach, “I felt I could derive something new from Kis’s oeuvre. Firstly, 
the emerging variable font technology allowed me to incorporate a range 
of Kis’s individually hand-cut point sizes into the family and link them 
through interpolation, creating a seamless progression of optical adjust-
ment throughout a full range of point sizes. Each size that Kis cut varied 
in both optical properties and style, in order to make each as readable as 
possible at their respective point sizes. Using variable font technology, 
designers are now able to incorporate this important attribute into their 
work in an easy and practical way. 

“In many ways, variable fonts are similar to Adobe’s earlier Multiple 
Master fonts:  a format that I’ve used in the past to create a number of 
type families that include combinations of variable weight, width, and 
optical size.”

Adobe Kis includes two design axes: weight and optical size. As a variable 
font, it allows custom font instances to be generated on the fly between 
the designed masters.

Adobe Kis as a Variable Font
 

Adobe Kis has two variable axes: weight and optical size. The weight axis 
has a relatively narrow range — spanning only from Regular to Bold —  as 
Slimbach felt a more conservative set of weights is appropriate for a tra-
ditional book face like Adobe Kis. The two extremes can give a designer 
a traditional contrast between regular type for running text and bold to 
emphasize elements within the text that need to stand out, or any desired 
weight in-between. In book typography, designers sometimes choose to 
use the semibold weight in place of the bold weight for a more subtle 
contrast.

The optical size axis covers a much wider range, and, used along with 
the weight axis, makes Adobe Kis a highly flexible typeface for presenting 
complex levels of textual information. The most noticeable variation 
happens in the smallest sizes, between �pt and ��pt, with subtle- but-im-
portant changes in the details of letter design and weight for each small 
size. A font without optical sizes would have to use the same design for 
each text size, making the smaller sizes appear lighter and ill-propor-
tioned when compared to the regular text sizes. Adobe Kis’s smallest 
optical size makes the characters readable by increasing the x-height and 
weight, widening the characters, opening up the counters, and reducing 
the contrast between thick and thin strokes. This reflects how a metal 
foundry type like Nicholas Kis’s original types would have looked, since 
each size was cut individually and its details were optimized for reading at 
that particular size.

The design of Kis’s letters sometimes varied quite a bit from size to size, 
and variable-font technology gave Slimbach a way to incorporate this kind 
of variation into the digital fonts. It gives Adobe Kis a greater degree of 
authenticity, though Slimbach did not slavishly imitate every aspect of 
the metal types. His primary objective was to create a single family based 
on a greater range of Kis’s work than had been previously offered : one 
that combined a handcrafted aesthetic — reminiscent of Kis’s time —with a 
contemporary sensibility geared toward modern printing and on-screen 
reading.

The best way to see the effect of optical size is to use sliders to try them 
out; as you slide from one end to the other of the optical scale, you can 
see the character shapes vary. You can choose the one that looks best to 
you, or you can rely on the software to automate the process by using the 
appropriate design for each size in a document. (Some software auto-
mates optical size; and you override the automatic choice if you prefer a 
slightly different variation.)

The display optical sizes of Adobe Kis bring out the richness of Kis’s large 
type designs, and the optical-size axis modulates smoothly from text to 
display features as the type size increases.

Adobe Kis in Use
 

In addition to a standard array of test documents, Slimbach often creates 
a number of real-world typeset pieces as part of his reviewing process 
during the design phase of his type families. He says that “sample art not 
only helps me determine the scope of the family’s practical usage, it allows 
me to visualize the personality and character of a design and make adjust-
ments accordingly.”

Sample art can be equally helpful to type users. By running a design 
through its paces using a variety of subject matter, set in various text and 
display contexts, these samples can assist designers in determining what 
kind of design might be a good fit for their particular typographic task.

The following samples show Adobe Kis in use in a variety of ways, from 
contemporary text applications and very traditional page design to con-
temporary advertising, signage, and publication design.

What are variable fonts? 

Adobe had introduced Multiple Master fonts in ���� as an extension of 
the PostScript Type � font format. Each Multiple-Master font had one or 
more design axes, with a master design at each end (thus the name Mul-
tiple Master) and sometimes an intermediate master at some point within 
an axis; the font’s software could interpolate individual versions of the 
design at any point along the axis. While this technology was proprietary 
and ultimately did not catch on, in ���� a similar approach was adopted 
when Adobe, Apple, Google, and Microsoft announced OpenType Font 
Variations: a.k.a. variable fonts. This is an extension of Apple’s TrueType 
GX technology; unlike Multiple Masters, it is supported by all the major 
players in the type industry. 

Variable fonts — like all OpenType fonts — are based on the Unicode 
standard, which makes it easy to differentiate a character (a meaningful 
sign, such as the letter a) from a glyph (how that sign looks in a particular 
typeface, such as the letter a in Adobe Kis Bold Italic). OpenType Font 
Variations offers all the possibilities of Multiple Master fonts — and then 
some — and the technology is supported across platforms and applications, 
both print and online.

You might have a variable font that can vary its weight from Extra Light 
to Extra Bold. In a non-variable font family, you might find several dif-
ferent weights: say, Extra Light, Light, Regular, Bold, and Extra Bold. 
But a variable font can have a sliding scale of weights: at one end might 
be Extra Light, at the other end Extra Bold. You can specify any weight 
between those extremes, along the scale. This is called a weight axis.

Or you might have a variable font with a width axis: from Compressed, 
say, to Extra Wide. Again, you could choose any width along that sliding 
scale, rather than being limited to three or four predefined widths. 

This can be very useful if you’re trying to fit a headline into a narrow 
space, or create signage that contains too many words. Whatever width 
you choose will be designed to look good at that width, instead of being 
just a single shape that gets visually stretched or squashed, like a sheet of 
rubber with an image printed on it. A typeface — like an image of a human 
face — doesn’t look right when it’s been bent out of shape.

One of the most useful design axes for variable fonts is the optical-size 
axis. Not all fonts have this, but increasing numbers do. Character forms 
at one end of the scale are designed to look good at very tiny sizes 
(footnotes and captions), with large x-heights, more open counters, 
heavier weighting, and less contrast in the strokes; and also at very large 
sizes (headlines or banners), where narrower counters, sharper details, 
and more stroke contrast can look elegant and distinctive. Compatible 
software can choose the right optical size automatically when you set the 
font size, and change it on the fly.

Adobe Kis includes intermediate ��-point masters on the optical-size axis. 
Using an intermediate master gives the type designer greater control of 
the optical properties throughout the range, and thus a much better rep-
resentation of the critical size ranges (caption, text, and display).

The possibilities for variable font designs are much wider than just these 
three axes, but these are the most commonly encountered variations.
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Hygieia
Greek Goddess of Health
Marble Bust

Hygieia is a goddess from Greek mythology, representing health, 
cleanliness and hygiene. Hygieia is related to the Greek god of 
medicine, Asclepius, who is the son of the Olympian god Apollo. 
Hygieia is most commonly referred to as a daughter of Asclepius and 
his wife Epione. Hygieia and her four sisters each performed a facet 
of Apollo’s art: Hygieia (health, cleanliness, and sanitation); Panacea 
(universal remedy); Iaso (recuperation from illness); Aceso (the 
healing process); and Aegle (radiant good health).

                            O��’�-S��� I S���

  One’s-self I sing, a simple separate person,
  Yet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Masse.

  Of physiology from top to toe I sing,
  Not physiognomy alone nor brain alone is worthy for the Muse, 
      I say the Form complete is worthier far,
  The Female equally with the Male I sing.

  Of Life immense in passion, pulse, and power,
  Cheerful, for freest action form’d under the laws divine,
  The Modern Man I sing.

                     As I P�����’� �� S������

  As I ponder’d in silence,
  Returning upon my poems, considering, lingering long,
  A Phantom arose before me with distrustful aspect,
  Terrible in beauty, age, and power,
  The genius of poets of old lands,
  As to me directing like flame its eyes,
  With finger pointing to many immortal songs,
  And menacing voice, What singest thou? it said,
  Know’st thou not there is but one theme for ever-enduring bards?
  And that is the theme of War, the fortune of battles,
  The making of perfect soldiers.
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Tuscan Garlic Salmon is a creamy pan-fried dish with a white wine based sauce, sun 
dried tomatoes, garlic and spinach. This recipe is low carb, keto-friendly and gluten-free. 
Best of all, this elegant dish comes together in less than 30 minutes.

Remove filets from the refrigerator about 15 minutes before 
cooking to bring them close to room temperature. Season the 
salmon filets on both sides with salt and pepper, and sear in the 
hot pan for about 3-4 minutes on each side. Once the colour 
has moved to the center, it’s time to flip! What you’ll get is a 
tender, juicy and cri spy filet. Take the salmon out of the pan 
and set aside.

In the same pan, melt the butter in the remaining cooking juices 
and add in the garlic and fry until fragrant.  Add onion and stir 
fry until translucent. Add the sun-dried tomatoes and fry for 
about 2 minutes. Then, pour in the vegetable broth, and allow 
the mixture to reduce down slightly.

Sauce for salmon
With the juices still in the pan, melt the butter, cook your garlic 
until fragrant — about one minute to prevent burning while 
allowing the garlic to release flavour.

Add the wine, then simmer it down slightly before adding in the 
sun dried tomatoes (give them time to release their flavours). 
Add sun dried tomato oil for more flavour! 

What to serve with salmon
Zucchini noodles, rice or steamed/roasted veggies, garlic bread, 
and roasted baby potatoes.

Ingredients:

3 salmon fillets (skin removed)

5 cloves garlic (finely diced)

5 ounces sun dried tomato strips 

1 small yellow onion (diced)

1 tablespoon fresh parsley (chopped)

2 teaspoons olive oil

3 cups baby spinach leaves

1 teaspoon cornstarch

1 ¾ cups heavy cream 

with 1 tablespoons of water

2 tablespoons butter

½ cup fresh grated Parmesan

¼ cup dry white wine 

Salt and pepper, to taste

Creamy Garlic Tuscan Salmon
Serving: 4 | Prep: 20 Mins | Cook: 30 Mins
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Sample art by John D. Berry

 

     

Central Coast Botanical Gardens
As a nonprofit botanical garden, we aim to engage the 
public by conserving and displaying plants in harmony 
with our Central Oregon coastal ecosystems and to 
provide an enduring educational experience.

Monday – Thursday     9:00  am to 5:00 pm 
Friday – Sunday           9:00 am to 6:00 pm

American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures

Business documents of the Hammurabi period���. ����, ��. �

����� ��������
�����, ����

The Bu. ��-�-� Collection of Cuneiform 
Tablets comprises approximately three 
thousand. It has furnished material for 
Harper’s Letters, Thompson’s Reports, King’s 
Magic, and Klauber’s Politisch-Religiöse Texte, 
but by far the larger number, so far pub-
lished, consist of Business Documents from 
the period of the �st Babylonian Dynasty. 
Two hundred and thirty-four of the latter 
were first published by Pinches in ��, ��, ��, 
��, ����, and nineteen more are now given 
by King in ��, ������. Forty-four others of 
the Assyrian Period are published by Johns 
in ���.

Sufficient material to stimulate any wide-
spread interest in the Contract Literature 
was first made available by Strassmaier,  
whose work included the texts of one hun-
dred and nine Early Babylonian Contracts. 
Naturally the very limited knowledge of 
these texts at the time of publication led to 
inaccuracies in Strassmaier’s copies which 
considerably affect their usefulness.

No attempt is here made to follow the 
interpretation of this literature as a whole, 
but attention is called to the more import-
ant works that concern the period of the �st 
Dynasty of Babylon. For the wider litera-
ture, cf. Johns, ���, and Weber. Meissner,  
as a pioneer in this field, has done the

largest and the most important single piece 
of work, publishing one hundred and eleven 
texts with translations, transliterations, 
and notes. The extent and character of this 
work has made it the foundation of all that 
follows. For later modifications of some of 
his renderings, compare especially Schorr.� 

Peiser� included transliterations and tenta-
tive translations of thirty-one texts of the 
�st Dynasty.

Ungnad� has translated and classified all 
the contracts of the Hammurabi Period 
published before ����. This work is invalu-
able for a rapid survey of the contents of 
these documents and the formulae used, 
but it makes no pretense at philological 
discussions nor explanation of renderings, 
and the names of witnesses are intentionally 
excluded from treatment. Ungnad has also 
published two hundred and four Early 
Babylonian Texts.

The most extensive and, in many respects, 
the most important literature on the 
philology of the contracts of the �st Dynasty 
is based on the texts in ��. Pinches� gave 
transliterations and translations with notes 
of fifteen texts. Daiches� has given a detailed 
treatment of twenty-six purchase contracts, 
making it the most complete treatise on this
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Take this kiss upon the brow!
And, in parting from you now,
Thus much let me avow —
You are not wrong who deem
That my days have been a dream;
Yet if hope has flown away
In a night, or in a day,
In a vision, or in none,
Is it therefore the less gone?
All that we see or seem
Is but a dream within a dream.

I stand amid the roar
Of a surf-tormented shore,
And I hold within my hand
Grains of the golden sand —
How few! yet how they creep
Through my fingers to the deep,
While I weep —while I weep!
O God! can I not grasp
Them with a tighter clasp?
O God! can I not save
One from the pitiless wave?
Is all that we see or seem
But a dream within a dream?

– Edgar Allan Poe  (����)

A Dream Within a Dream
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“Robotics Applications for Real World Pro-
duction and Impact”
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AI, Data, and Computing for Global Impact 

Fatima Collins
Director of Applied Global Science, ����
“Warfare and Global Security in the Age of 
Intelligent Machines”

Maria Santiago
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“AI-powered applications in Clinical 
Psychology”
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From the book “Janson: A Definitive Collection”, printed and published by Jack Werner Stauffacher for the Greenwood Press. 
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Brunch Menu

 
������ �������� ����� (�������)

A robust blend of eggplant, tomatoes, fresh herbs, and 
spices served with a side of warm pita bread.

���� ���� ���� (�������)
Creamy vegan fava bean soup, cumin, paprika, 

and ginger (along with six garlic cloves). 
. . . . . . . . . . .

�������� �������� (�������)
Light, spongy Moroccan pancakes made with 
semolina flour with melted honey and butter.

����� �������� ����� ����
Three eggs fried in paprika infused olive oil, cumin, 

kalamata olives, and fresh tomato with a side of bread.
. . . . . . . . . . .

��������� ���� ������� (���������)
Honey coconut pudding with vanilla, fresh coconut, 

and pistachios topped with pomegranate arils.

Brunch served with mint tea and milky coffee.

����

From the book “Janson: A Definitive Collection”, printed and published by Jack Werner Stauffacher for the Greenwood Press. 
San Francisco, California (����). 


